
A BIOGRAPHY AND IDEOLOGY OF HENRY DAVID THOREAU A REBEL

AND A POET

American essayist, poet, and practical philosopher, Henry David Thoreau was a New England Transcendentalist and
author of the book Walden. Henry David Thoreau was born on July 12, , in Concord, Massachusetts. He began writing
nature poetry in the s, with poet Ralph Waldo.

They shared books and the ideas opening out from them. But not like some romantic poet in a dusty garret.
For my memory is as poor as was her talk perennial. His career began, however, with a short book, Nature,
published anonymously in  He was opposed to many of the things that went on in our society and debated
many issues in his life. Emerson's aesthetics stress not the object of art but the force that creates the art object,
or as he characterizes this process in relation to poetry: "it is not metres, but a metre-making argument that
makes a poem. Emerson would in refuse a call as minister to East Lexington Church but did preach there
regularly until  A test of perceived happiness versus real happiness was done to the main characters in both
readings. The flames quickly spread up the hill and were soon out of control. He spent his last years revising
and editing his work and continued to write letters and journal entries until he became too weak. After
Thoreau left the home he built in Walden Woods in , the structure went through multiple iterations. Emerson
also used his influence to promote Thoreau's literary efforts. The work is highly "occasional," shaped by his
travels and visits, and bore evidence of what seemed to be an erosion of energy and originality in his thought.
The Thoreau brothers took their students on frequent field trips to the local fields, woods and ponds as well as
to the local businesses, such as the newspaper office and the gunsmith, to learn how they operated. After this
last achievement, as after some others, he had a singular suspension of breath, with a purple hue in his face,
â€” owing, I think, to his slow circulation shown in his slow pulse through life and hence the difficulty of
recovering his breath. Each portrait balances the particular feature of the representative man that illustrates the
general laws inhabiting humanity along with an assessment of the great man's shortcomings. Later, Thoreau
converted the pencil factory to produce plumbago, a name for graphite at the time, which was used in the
electrotyping process. At this time, too, he inverted his names and began to refer to himself as Henry David.
His essays are bound together neither by their stated theme nor the progression of argument, but instead by the
systematic coherence of his thought alone. In chapter 8, The Village, of Walden, Thoreau uses many strategies
to get his stories of what happened in the town to the reader, he uses rhetorical moves, appeals, and also
figurative language which was tied into how he used his words. Bliss Perry. He took the entrance exams that
summer and barely passed. English Traits was inspired by a trip to Britain during  He wanted to live life while
being true to himself regardless of whether he would find life to be cruel or a wonderful place, and this was a
risk he was willing to take. His health began to decline and, although he had brief periods of remission, he
eventually became bedridden. In Emerson delivered his famous "American Scholar" lecture as the Phi Beta
Kappa address at Harvard, but his controversial Harvard Divinity School address, delivered in , was the
occasion of a twenty-nine year breach with the university and signaled his divergence from even the liberal
theological currents of Cambridge. His father and mother both had worked as teachers as well as investing in
many other trades to get by. But it is at the same time a philosophy of nature, though not a reductive
naturalism. The machines are the people who conform, the leaders of the state by their heads are the
Ticktockman and his staff, and the hero and enemy is Everett C. The trip made such an impact on Thoreau that
it became the basis of his first book, A Week on the Concord and Merrimack Rivers, which he published in 
These stories are then in society forever and they influence future writers. The two men ran for help but it was
too late. Several key figures looked to his famous paper, The Duty of Civil Disobedience, for inspiration. He
finally succumbed to the disease on May 6,  It is also an essay written out of the devastating grief that struck
the Emerson household after the death of their five-year-old son, Waldo. In the fall of , Thoreau opened his
own private school with his brother John. Mott et al. Henry David Thoreau 's writing, Civil Disobedience, he
explains how he does not like civilized societies because of.


